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Abstract—An accurate wrench model is significant for
the simulation, manufacture, and control of the commutated
magnetically levitated planar actuator (CMLPA). With plenty
of coils and permanent magnets employed in the coil set
and magnet array of CMLPA, the computational burden of
the corresponding wrench model can be substantial. This
paper proposes an accurate, universal, and robust paral-
lel massive-thread wrench model (PMWM) for the CMLPA.
In PMWM, the magnetic node, Gaussian quadrature, and
coordinate transformation are employed to express the in-
teraction between magnet array and coil set. All of these
calculation modules are implemented on the graphics pro-
cessing unit in a massively parallel framework by CUDA.
In order to highlight the performance of this PMWM, the
wrench model of three different CMLPAs is computed. The
computation accuracy and efficiency of proposed PMWM
are compared with the finite-element method software An-
sys Maxwell and a boundary element method software pack-
age named Radia, respectively. The same wrench model is
also implemented on a multicore CPU through OpenMP and
the comparative results are presented to show significant
acceleration of the proposed massive-thread model.

Index Terms—Commutated magnetically levitated planar
actuator (CMLPA), graphics processing unit (GPU), parallel
processing, wrench model.

NOMENCLATURE

N, M Coils and magnets amount.
T Magnetic nodes amount.
i, q Coil and coil segment indices.
j, k Magnet and magnetic node indices.
g1 , g2 , g3 Gaussian quadrature sequence numbers.
τc , τm Coil pitch and magnet pitch.
Hm Cuboid or cylindrical magnet height.
Lm , Wm Cuboid magnet length and width.
Rm Cylindrical magnet radius.
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Hc, Lc, Wc Coil length, width, and height.
Rcin , Rcout Coil inner radius and outer radius.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMMUTATED magnetically levitated planar actuator
(CMLPA), employing large-scale coil set and magnet ar-

ray in the stator and translator, respectively, provides multiple
degrees of freedoms (DOFs), long stroke, and high-resolution
positioning [1]–[4]. Since the stator and translator in the CMLPA
are contactless, there is no friction, stiction, and backlash, result-
ing in a simple dynamic system, excellent repeatability, high po-
sitioning accuracy, large control bandwidth, and clean working
environment. All these features make CMLPA a very attractive
in modern industrial application, where high-precision motion
control is necessary [5]–[7]. To design, control, and emulate the
CMLPA, an accurate computation of the wrench matrix con-
taining the force and torque acting on the magnet array due to
each coil is vital [8]–[11]. In the literature, following are various
analytical methods to solve the wrench model in the magnetic
actuator:

1) harmonic method [12]–[15];
2) magnetic charge method [15]–[19];
3) magnetic vector potential method [20], [21]; and
4) equivalent magnetic circuit method [22]–[25].

In the harmonic method, the current carrying region and per-
manent magnets should be spaced periodical to reduce the effect
of high harmonics, and the area of the airgap should be large
enough to decrease the impact of boundary effects. In the mag-
netic charge method or magnetic vector potential method, the
force and torque are expressed as multiple integrals; as such
this method cannot always result in the analytical expression
and it requires a compromise between the computational load
and the calculation accuracy. In the equivalent magnetic circuit
method, the force and torque are obtained by computing the
derivative of magnetic coenergy related to the translation and
rotation; it is not suitable here because the CMLPA used in
high-precision motion control always employs ironless coils to
prevent nonlinearity, eddy-current loss, and hysteresis. In gen-
eral, these methods are effective for some CMLPAs with spe-
cific design structures when the translator and stator are aligned.
They become time consuming or even unavailable under realis-
tic conditions where the pitch, yaw, and roll of translator exist.
Under these circumstances, the finite-element method (FEM)
[26], [27] or the boundary-element method (BEM) [28], [29]
which provide a robust solution for the force and torque dis-
tribution are viable alternatives, but the execution time can be
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prohibitive if we want to obtain an accurate solution. However,
thanks to the developments in the current parallel compute tech-
nologies, the execution time can be significantly decreased with
high computation accuracy on parallel architecture compute
engine.

Currently, plenty of work about the usage of parallel com-
putation for the solution of the general magnetostatic problem
is focused on the finite-difference method (FDM), FEM, and
BEM [30]–[32]. The multiple instruction, multiple data method
is employed to achieve parallelism because these numerical
techniques consist of several computation phases for the itera-
tions until a convergent solution is obtained. The programing
of each phase should be designed carefully to eliminate the un-
necessary overhead. However, based on the magnetic charge or
vector potential method, much research only takes advantage
of the numerical integral to solve the magnetostatic problem,
while little work was done to explore the inherent parallelism.
Furthermore, the superposition law, a basic principle of electro-
magnetic problems, can help to obtain a fine-grained parallelism
and reduce the phases of computation. In this case, single in-
struction, multiple data (SIMD) can be employed, which can
result in very low overhead.

In this study, we build the wrench model for the CMLPA
via three tools: magnetic node [33], Gaussian quadrature [34],
and coordinate transformation. The magnetic node describes the
field around a permanent magnet based on the magnetic charge
method. The Gaussian quadrature is employed to simplify the
Lorenz integral for force and torque computation. Through coor-
dinate transformation, the force and torque are solved regardless
of the relative orientation between the magnet array and coil set.
We exploit three levels of parallelism.

1) Each coil in the coil set and each magnet in the magnet
array are independent.

2) The field created by a magnet is expressed as the sum of
the effects from several independent sources.

3) The Lorenz integral equation is solved by summing sev-
eral independent expressions via Gaussian quadrature.

The parallel massive-thread wrench model (PMWM) is
mapped to the massively parallel architecture of the graphics
processing unit (GPU), which has native parallel many-core
processing units and high-performance floating-point number
processors [35]. The GPU has been exploited for accelerating
many applications, such as immersive stereoscopic display [36],
visual servo control [37], transient stability and electromag-
netic transient simulation [38]–[40], and parameters estimation
of electrical machine [41], and power systems [42], [43]. The
general-purpose parallel computing environment, CUDA, intro-
duced by NVIDIA was used to develop these applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II intro-
duces the construction of PMWM utilizing the aforementioned
methods. Section III demonstrates the parallel massive-thread
component implementation on the GPU. In Section IV, utilizing
three case studies of CMLPA, we compare the results achieved
by the proposed method against Ansys Maxwell, Radia, and
with the same model implemented on multicore CPU through
OpenMP to show the computation accuracy and efficiency.
Section V gives the conclusions of this paper.

Fig. 1. Exploded view of a typical CMPLA with the force and torque
acting on the translator.

II. MASSIVELY PARALLEL WRENCH MODEL COMPUTATION

A. Wrench Model

A typical CMLPA that contains the stator and the transla-
tor is shown in Fig. 1. A wrench vector, sw, including three
forces and three torques acting on the translator, and a position
and orientation vector (POV), sp, including the translation and
rotation of the translator, are defined in the stator coordinate
system {s}

sw = (sFx
sFy

sFz
sTx

sTy
sTz )

T , (1)

sp = (sxp
syp

szp
sαp

sβp
sγp)

T . (2)

In Fig. 1, point so, the origin of stator coordinate {s}, is
coincided with the geometric center of the top surface of stator,
and point to (sxp ,

s yp ,
s zp) is coincided with the mass center of

the translator. The rotation variables, sαp ,
s βp ,

s γp , in sp and
torque elements, sTx,s Ty ,s Tz , in sw are due to to. The wrench
vector sw and current vector I meet the relationship given in
(3), and wrench matrix is written as (4)

sw = Γ (sp) · I = Γ (sp) · (I1 · · · Ii · · · IN )T , (3)

Γ (sp) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

s F1 ,x (sp) · · · s Fi ,x (sp) · · · s FN ,x (sp)
s F1 ,y (sp) · · · s Fi ,y (sp) · · · s FN ,y (sp)
s F1 ,z (sp) · · · s Fi ,z (sp) · · · s FN ,z (sp)
s T1 ,x (sp) · · · s Ti ,x (sp) · · · s TN ,x (sp)
s T1 ,y (sp) · · · s Ti ,y (sp) · · · s TN ,y (sp)
s T1 ,z (sp) · · · s Ti ,z (sp) · · · s TN ,z (sp)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

(4)
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Fig. 2. Lumped topology structure of CMLPA.

[sFi .
sTi ]

T, the ith column of the wrench matrix, is the wrench
vector due to coil i. sFi and sTi can be obtained by superposi-
tion theorem as follows:

[sFi (sp) ,s Ti (sp)]T =
M∑

j=1

[sFij (sp) ,s Tij (sp)]T (5)

where sFij (sp) and sTij (sp) represents the force and torque
acting on the magnet j due to coil i.

B. Interaction Between Single Coil and Single Magnet

In order to analyze this issue, translator coordinate system
{t}, magnet coordinate system {mj}, and coil coordinate sys-
tem {ci} are defined in the lumped topology structure of CMLPA
as shown in Fig. 2. The origins, to, mj o, and ci o, are the mass
center of the translator, magnet j, and coil i, respectively. The
directions of coordinate axes in {mj}, {ci} are dependent on
the orientation of the corresponding magnet and coil, while the
directions of coordinate axes in {t} are decided by the rotation
variables in POV sp.

The force and torque acting on magnet are able to be solved in
coil coordinate system {ci} due to the Lorentz integrals, which
are the reaction acting on the current carrying coil

ci Fij (sp) = −
∫∫∫

Vcoili

ci J × ci B (sp)dV, (6)

ci Tij (sp) = −
∫∫∫

Vcoili

ci r (sp) × ci J × ci B (sp)dV (7)

where ci r (sp) is the moment arm from the volume element
to the point to; ci B (sp) is the magnetic flux density created
by magnet j; ci J is the current density in the coil i. In gen-
eral, the relative position and orientation between the coil and
magnet are arbitrary, and these volume integrals are hard to get
analytical expression. Magnetic node, Gaussian quadrature, and
coordinate transformation can help to simplify (6) and (7).

1) Magnetic Node: This method transforms the magnetic
field around permanent magnet to the effect of several indepen-
dent sources, named magnetic nodes, which are presented by
points mj Dk in Fig. 3(a). The magnetic flux density at point
mj G resulting from a cuboid or cylindrical permanent magnet
is the sum of effect from each magnetic node:

mj B (mj G) =
T∑

k=0

mj Bk (mj G −mj Dk ). (8)

Fig. 3. (a) Magnetic nodes in cuboid and cylindrical magnets.
(b) Segments in a typical coil.

T is equal to 8 in the cuboid magnet, and we assume T is 128
in the cylindrical one [33].

2) Gaussian Quadrature: An accurate result of integral
can be obtained if the integrated function is continuous in the
integration range. Based on the error estimate method proposed
in [34], we utilize the eight-order rule here as given by

∫ x2

x1

f (x) dx =
x2 − x1

2

7∑
g=0

wgf

(
x2 + x1

2
+ λg

x2 − x1

2

)

(9)
where λg and wg is the node and weight of the Gaussian quadra-
ture. Therefore, (6) and (7) are expressed as the triple summa-
tions. Since a typical coil is divided into eight segments shown
in Fig. 3(b), the region of integral is divided into eight parts.
Such division enables definite integrals, so that the Gaussian
nodes are mapped to the real Gauss-nodes ci G located in the
coil. Under this circumstance, it is nonblocking to solve the
Gaussian quadrature because the integration limits of the inner
and outer integral are independent.

3) Coordinate Transformation: The vectors, including
the magnetic flux density, the current density, and the wrench
matrix, can be transformed from one coordinate to another by
a transforming matrix R and a translating vector t. Thus, the
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Fig. 4. Flowchart for force and torque calculation between single coil
and magnet.

interaction between single coil and magnet are

sFij = −
7∑

q=0

7∑
g 1 =0

7∑
g 2 =0

7∑
g 3 =0

2T∑
k=0

wg 1 wg 2 wg 3

s
c i

R ·c i J × c i
m j

R ·m j Bk

(m j
c i R ·

(
c i G −m j

c i t
)
−m j D

)
, (10)

sTij =
7∑

q=0

7∑
g 1 =0

7∑
g 2 =0

7∑
g 3 =0

2T∑
k=0

wg 1 wg 2 wg 3
s
c i

R ·tc i
R·

(c i G − t
c i

t) ·c i J × c i
m j

R ·m j Bk

(m j
c i R ·

(
c i G −m j

c i t
)
−m j D

)
.

(11)

We obtain s
ci
R, s

ci
t, mj

t R, and mj

t t due to the design parameters
of the magnet array and coil set, while calculate s

t R and s
t t due

to POV sp.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF MASSIVE-THREAD WRENCH MODEL

A. Typical Implementation in Single-Thread Processor

With magnetic node, Gaussian quadrature, and coordinate
transformation, the interaction between the coil set and the
magnet array under arbitrary relative position and orientation
is solved through the flowchart shown in Fig. 4. At the end of
the flowchart, the result is added to the corresponding mem-
ory where the specific element of wrench matrix is stored. In
the normal single-thread program, N × M times main loop is
necessary for the implementation, while two for loops are also
required for traversing the magnetic nodes and Gauss-nodes,
respectively, in the main loop.

B. Extraction of Parallelism

Based on the aforementioned algorithm, the PMWM can em-
ploy the fine-grained type of parallelism as shown in Fig. 5.
Each branch represents the procedure to calculate the smallest
cell of force and torque. One branch in this figure contains two
starting points and one ending point: one starting point locates
on the coil set; the other starting point locates on the magnet
array; the ending point locates on the

∑
symbol. Branch 0 is

a typical branch shown in dotted line. As branches in Fig. 5
are independent with others, the PMWM is data parallel, and
suitable to be realized on the SIMD-based architectures such as
the GPU for computation. Each branch represents one iteration
in the loop in Fig. 4, and is executed in an individual thread
without divergence.

Fig. 6 describes the flow of each thread implementing one
branch. There are two phases in the computation processing
as depicted. In the first phase, being similar with Fig. 4, the
threads need to obtain the Gauss-nodes and magnetic nodes,
solve the magnetic flux density, calculate the force and torque,
and execute the coordinate transformation, but do not need to
implement decision or jump instruction in the processing. In the
second phase, the reduction and atomic add operation are used
to realize the summation depicted as the last step of processing
in Fig. 5. The result of the atomic operation will be stored in
different memories based on the index of coil.

In Fig. 5, there are 84 × T × N × M branches, namely dif-
ferent threads, in the PMWM. The parameters for the cal-
culation in each thread are collected due to these variables,
i, j, q, g1 , g2 , g3 , k. The description, range, and weight of
these variables are described in Table I. We define an index-array
v = {i, j, q, g1 , g2 , g3 , k}, and its value, val v, represents the
index of each thread is calculated as

val v = T · 84 · N · i + T · 84 · j + T · 83 · q

+T · 82 · g3 + T · 81 · g2 + T · g3 + k. (12)

C. Implementation in Massive-Thread Architecture

The Kepler architecture of GPU from NVIDIA is chosen for
implementing the parallel massive-thread program, and CUDA
is the programing tool used to implement the PMWM. A CUDA
program separates the hardware resources into two parts: CPU
side as the host, on which the serial main function runs; the GPU
side as the device, on which the parallel kernel function runs.
The flow chart of main function and kernel function are shown
in Fig. 7.

1) Main Function on CPU Side: The main function
which controls the data stream runs in a serial mode and contains
four steps as described as follows:

1) for the initialization, writing the rotating matrix and trans-
lating vector, s

ci
R,

mj

t R, s
ci
t, mj

t t, into constant memory,
and assigning the room of global memory for POV sp and
wrench matrix Γ (sp);

2) assigning all calculating branches shown in Fig. 5
into blocksPerGrid blocks with threadsPerBlock threads
contained in each block;
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Fig. 5. Hierarchy of parallelism in PMWM.

Fig. 6. Flow of each execution thread in PMWM.

3) writing the POV sp into the global memory and launching
the GPU kernel function;

4) reading the wrench matrix from the global memory of
GPU after the kernel returns.

This is the procedure for solving the wrench matrix for
a specific POV. If the wrench matrix in other POV is re-
quired, such as solving it with translator taking a specific tra-
jectory, the main function will jump to step three and start a
new loop.

2) Kernel Function on GPU Side: When the CPU
launches the kernel, all of the threads will invoke the kernel
function which implements the PMWM. The kernel function
contains three steps as described as follows:

1) obtaining the index-array v with the sole ThreadID and
BlockID to each thread provided by the CUDA and the
weight of each variable given in Table I;

2) reading the corresponding design size of coil and magnet,
rotation matrix and translation vector from the constant
and global memory into the local memory;

3) solving the PMWM based on the flow showed in Fig. 6.

TABLE I
ELEMENTS OF INDEX-ARRAY v

Description Range Weight

i Index of coil [0, M − 1] T · 84 · N
j Index of magnet [0, N − 1] T · 84

q Coil segment [0, 7] T · 83

g1 First Gauss-node [0, 7] T · 82

g2 Second Gauss-node [0, 7] T · 8
g3 Third Gauss-node [0, 7] T

k Magnetic node [0, T ] 1

Fig. 7. Flowchart of main function and kernel function.

The pseudo code for the kernel function is given in Fig. 8. The
variables in the pseudo code are aforementioned, and Γ i means
the ith column of the wrench matrix. For exp1()∼exp5(): exp1()
means a mapping relationship due to (12); exp2() determines
rotating matrix and translating vector; exp3() solves the Gauss-
node with the node of Gaussian quadrature; exp4() and exp5()
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Fig. 8. Pseudo code of PMWM.

are employed to calculate the magnetic flux density based on
magnetic node method. The last two steps are for obtaining
the summation. The threads in one block sum up the force and
torque through the reduction operator, then solve the element
of wrench matrix Γ through atomic add. The symbol ⊕ means
atomic add operation, which reads a word at some address in
global memory, adds a number to it, and writes the result back
to the address. The operation is atomic in the sense that it is
guaranteed to be performed without interference from other
threads.

D. Assignment of Threads and Memory

1) Assignment of Threads: As the amount of branches
in Fig. 5 is 84 × T × N × M , the relationship between
blocksPerGrid and threadsPerBlock meets

blocksPerGrid = Int

[
84 × T × N × M − 1

threadsPerBlock

]
+ 1 (13)

where Int[] means a floor function that rounds the elements to the
nearest integers toward minus infinity. To the GPU employed in
this work, 1024 is the maximum of threadsPerBlock. With such
a large number of branches in the PMWM, threadsPerBlock
is set to 1024 to achieve the maximum usage of the hardware
resource.

2) Assignment of Memory: The memory usage should
be optimized to achieve maximum memory throughput. These
global parameters, such as POV, wrench matrix, rotating matri-
ces, and translating vectors, are accessed by all threads. Both
constant memory and global memory can be read by all threads
in the device (GPU) part, but unlike the global memory, the
data in constant memory cannot be altered by the thread. How-
ever, constant memory is reserved for extremely low-latency

read-only access to all threads; thus it is suitable to store the
rotating matrices and translating vectors decided by the struc-
ture of coil set and magnet array. The POV and wrench matrix
need to be defined in the global memory. With their small data
size, there is not large time overhead caused by the data com-
munication. On the other hand, each thread block has shared
memory visible to all threads in the same block. Therefore, the
result of force and torque solved by each thread are stored in
the shared memory to perform the reduction operation in each
blocks before the atomic add.

IV. VERIFICATION OF THE PMWM

We solve the wrench model of three kinds of CMLPAs whose
topologies are shown in Fig. 9 by the PMWM. Fig. 9(a) is a
structure proposed in this paper, and Fig. 9(b) and (c) are two
existing designing structures proposed in [2] and [1]. In the new
structure, four rectangular magnets construct a Halbach unit and
the magnet array contains 16 Halbach units. These 16 units are
divided in two groups to create orthogonal magnetic field in
horizontal plane. The stator contains 25 independent coils. The
design parameters of the CMLPA in Fig. 9(b) and (c) can be
found in [2] and [1], respectively, while the design parameters
of CMLPA in Fig. 9(a) are listed in Appendix.

In order to verify the calculation accuracy and efficiency, the
proposed PMWM is compared with Ansys Maxwell, a universal
FEM software, and Radia, a package of Mathematica for mag-
netostatic problem based on BEM. The same wrench model im-
plemented on the multicore CPU, named general wrench model
(GWM), accomplished parallelism through OpenMP, and it is
also employed as a comparative test to show a significant accel-
eration of the PMWM.

In the experiment, we solve two typical issues:
1) calculating the wrench vector, which is equal to one col-

umn of wrench matrix, due to one coil in the coil set when
the translator takes a certain trajectory;

2) calculating the wrench matrix of the CMPLA when the
POV of translator is constant.

The Ansys Maxwell, Radia, and GWM run on CPU, and the
PMWM is executed on the Kepler GPU. The specification of
the hardware used for the simulation are given in Table II.

A. Wrench Vector Due to One Coil When the Translator
is in a Specific Trajectory

One coil is able to represent all of the coils in the coil set
because they are equivalent. We calculate the wrench vector
due to the coil in red color in each coil sets in Fig. 9. The
trajectory of the translator is constructed by (14). With such an
equation, the translator translates and rotates simultaneously.
We assume the period of simulation is 20 s

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

sxp = π
2 t · cos

(
π
2 t

)
, sαp = π

2000 t,

syp = π
2 t · sin

(
π
2 t

)
, sβp = π

2000 t,

szp = 10 + π
20 t, sγp = π

10 t.

(14)

The wrench vector of CMLPAs in Fig. 9 versus the time are
shown in Fig. 10. The time steps of Radia and PMWM are both
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Fig. 9. Three types of CMLPA: (a) proposed structure, (b) structure in [2], (c) structure in [1].

TABLE II
HARDWARE SPECIFICATION

GPU CPU
GeForce GTX TITAN Black Intel E5-2609

Cores 2880 Cores 8
Frequency 889 MHz Frequency 2.4 GHz
Global Memory 4 GB System Memory 32 GB
CUDA Version 7.0 Bus Frequency 6.4 GT/s
CUDA Capability 3.5 L3 Cache 10 MB

0.1 s. As Ansys Maxwell takes a long time to solve the force and
torque at one sampling point, the time step of FEM is 1 s. Thus,
there are 200 sampling points in Radia and PMWM, while 20
sampling points in FEM software.

In Table III, we list the mean error of the results solved
by PMWM and Radia with respect to the solution of Ansys
Maxwell to evaluate the computational accuracy. The result can
be written as [F, T]T, so the mean errors in force ΔF and torque
ΔT are given as

(ΔF , ΔT ) =
1

sum

sum∑
(‖F − Fref‖ , ‖T − Tref‖) (15)

where sum, equal to 20, is the number of sampling points of
Ansys Maxwell; F and T are solved by PMWM or Radia;
Fref and Tref is the force and torque solve by Ansys Maxwell.
Meanwhile, the average force and torque F̄ and T̄ , given as
(16), are also listed in Table III to reflect the relative error

(F̄ , T̄ ) =
1

sum

sum∑
(‖Fref‖ , ‖Tref‖). (16)

On the other hand, the total execution time of PMWM, GWM,
and Radia are also listed in Table III to highlight the PMWM’s
advantage in computational efficiency.

B. Wrench Matrix Due to the Coil Set When the
Translator is at a Constant Position

The wrench matrices of the CMLPAs are calculated through
PMWM, Ansys Maxwell, Radia, and GWM when the POV sp

is [5 mm, 5 mm, 12 mm, 0 mrad, 0 mrad, 0 mrad]. Also using the
result of Ansys Maxwell as the benchmark, error wrench matrix
with respect to Radia or PMWM are defined. Fig. 11 shows
the force element ΔFx and torque element ΔTx in the error
matrices of the CMLPAs. In Fig. 11, the grid on x-axis and y-
axis is integer, and represent the index of the coil in x-direction
and y-direction in coil set.

To evaluate computational accuracy and efficiency, the mean
error, ΔF and ΔT , and the execution time have been sum-
marized in Table IV. At this point, sum in (15) and (16) is
equal to amount of coils rather than the amount of sampling
points.

C. Accuracy Analysis

Figs. 10 and 11 manifest that the force and torque solved
by PMWM, Radia, and Ansys Maxwell are quite close, and
the data in Tables III and IV reflect that the relative error of
force and torque solved by PMWM are less than 2% and 5%,
respectively. Observed from these data, the PMWM has a better
accuracy than Radia if we use Ansys Maxwell as benchmark.
However, in FEM software, the interaction between coil and
magnet is tiny if the coil is far from the magnet. In this case,
some disturbance in solving parameter, such as the meshing size
or the solving region volume, is easy to affect the result of FEM.
Thus, it is not rigorous to assert categorically that the accuracy of
PMWM is higher than Radia, but it is positive that the accuracy
of PMWM is sufficient as Radia and Ansys Maxwell.

D. Efficiency Analysis

From the execution times shown in Tables III and IV, it is ob-
vious that the PMWM has a significant improvement in compu-
tational efficiency compared with the other two methods. Since
there are 200 times data communication in the test 1, the speedup
ratio of the first test is lower than that of the second one. Thus,
we cannot ignore the time overhead of data communication be-
tween host and device if we want to develop the computational
efficiency of PMWM further.

Fig. 12 shows the execution time of PMWM on GPU and
GWM on CPU versus the different scale of CMLPAs. Benefited
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Fig. 10. Forces and torques acting on the magnet array due to a single coil in the CMLPAs. (a), (b), and (c) correspond to the three CMLPAs in
Fig. 9, respectively.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION ACCURACY AND EFFICIENCY BETWEEN PMWM, RADIA, ANSYS MAXWELL, AND GWM IN TEST 1

CMLPA Computation accuracy Computation efficiency

ΔF (mN/A) F̄ (mN/A) ΔT (N.mm/A) T̄ (N.mm/A) Execution time (s) Speed up

PMWM Radia PMWM Radia PMWM Radia GWM Radia GWM

Fig. 9(a) 4.9718 6.7954 328.2719 0.1960 0.2185 7.7215 1.091 17.457 33.962 16.001 31.129
Fig. 9(b) 1.2359 2.4270 51.6644 0.0305 0.0401 1.5899 6.697 115.05 308.51 17.179 46.067
Fig. 9(c) 1.6211 2.5795 84.2910 0.0497 0.0601 2.3856 4.573 71.366 188.77 15.606 41.279

from the high parallelism of the proposed massively parallel
model and the massive number of cores in the GPU, the execu-
tion time of PMWM on GPU is much less and more linear than
that of GWM on CPU.

A vital reason why the ratio between execution time and
threads amount is linear on GPU is that the PMWM elimi-
nates the data exchange between different thread blocks. As
threadsPerBlock equals to 1024 aforementioned, the computa-
tion efficiency of the PMWM is benefited from choosing an
integer power of 2 number branches. Therefore, we chose the
eight-order Gaussian quadrature and eight segments for the coil.

In this case, the threads in the same block are for the wrench
vector of the same coil. The reduction operation executes in the
same blocks rather than access the shared memory in different
block, so that the uncertain time overhead is reduced. This re-
sult also proves that the PMWM uses the GPU adequately, and
distributes the hardware resource reasonably.

E. Comparison Between the Existing Calculating Method

The analytical wrench models for the other two designs in
Fig. 9 are proposed in previous papers, such as the magnetic
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Fig. 11. Elements ΔFx and ΔTx in the error matrices of the CMPLAs. (a), (b), and (c) correspond to the three CMLPAs in Fig. 9, respectively.
Top figures are the differences between Ansys Maxwell and PMWM, while the under figures are the differences between Ansys Maxwell and Radia.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION ACCURACY AND EFFICIENCY BETWEEN PMWM, RADIA, ANSYS MAXWELL, AND GWM IN TEST 2

CMLPA Computation accuracy Computation efficiency

ΔF (mN/A) F̄ (mN/A) ΔT (N.mm/A) T̄ (N.mm/A) Execution time (s) Speed up

PMWM Radia PMWM Radia PMWM Radia GWM Radia GWM

Fig. 9(a) 3.2706 4.0101 189.8504 0.3782 0.3808 15.3386 0.0901 2.0851 3.979 23.142 44.162
Fig. 9(b) 1.2672 3.0966 47.0408 0.0556 0.1015 1.2651 0.5439 11.081 29.042 20.373 53.396
Fig. 9(c) 0.8223 1.2953 45.3455 0.0939 0.1159 4.5334 1.8611 39.341 61.595 21.138 33.096

charge method is employed in [2], while the harmonic method
and the magnetic charge method are employed in [44].

The experiments in these works showed that the results of
magnetic charge method are effective and close to the testing.
Since the magnetic charge method is computationally expensive,
these works simplify the model of coil or magnet to decrease the
computational burden. In [2], the cylindrical magnet in the trans-
lator is equivalent to two points coincident with central point
of top and bottom surfaces, respectively, and in [44], only four
surfaces in the corners of the coil are meshed. So these methods
will produce significant error when the translator takes large
rotational motion. Compared with these methods, the PMWM
keeps the specific of design structure, and is available in any
case of motion with similar execution time.

The result of the harmonic method employed in [44] is good,
but also shows the unavoidable end-effect and restriction in the

transnational DOFs. In this method, the force and torque can be
calculated for most part analytically, so the calculation time is
very fast. However, as the current carrying region and permanent
magnets should be spaced periodical to reduce the effect of high
harmonics, the application scope of harmonic method is limited;
the other CMLPAs, such as the designs of Fig. 9(a) and (b)
cannot use this method. Compared with the harmonic method,
the PWMM has the advantage of the generality and robustness.

However, there are some limitations of this PMWM. Since
the PMWM is not a time-domain model, it is only suitable for
the CMPLA with direct dc driving, but not as effective to solve
wrench model of the ac planar motors as the harmonic method.
On the other hand, the iron in the planar motor produces plenty
of virtual magnetic nodes, which results in larger computational
burden. To the iron planar motor, the equivalent magnetic circuit
method or harmonic method can be a suitable alternative.
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Fig. 12. Execution time of PMWM on GPU and GWM on CPU versus
different amount of branches in the parallel wrench model for the three
CMLPAs in (a) test 1 and (b) test 2.

V. CONCLUSION

An accurate and efficient wrench model for the CMPLA based
on magnetic node, Gaussian quadrature, and coordinate trans-
formation, was proposed. The PMWM was implemented on the
GPU to take advantage of massive parallelism. Several tests
were undertaken to evaluate the performance of the parallel
model. The FEM software Ansys Maxwell was used as bench-
mark to verify the computational accuracy, while the BEM
software Radia and the GWM implemented on CPU through
OpenMP were used to highlight the improvement in execution
efficiency. The results show that the PMWM achieves significant
computation speedup with sufficient accuracy.

APPENDIX

The design parameters of the proposed CMLPA are given
as follow: τc = 60 mm, τm = 60 mm, Rcin = 0 mm, Rcout =
20 mm, Lc = 5 mm, Wc = 5 mm, Hc = 15 mm, Lm =
20 mm, Wm = 5 mm, Hm = 5 mm, the remanence is 1T, and
the turns of the coil is 1000.
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